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opposed to the doctrines of the one or the

precepts of the other. The investigations of
the physical philosopher have nothing what-
ever to do with religion or morals except in
as far as the contemplation of nature lays
the foundation of natural theology, and in so
far as the physical and moral conditions of
mankind act and react on each other. The

philosopher may pursue his researches in the
full confidence that if his physical conclu-
sions be just, they will not be found to come
in collision with any true principles of re-

ligion or morals. There is scarcely a science
that has not suffered severely from having
been brought into needless apposition with
these subjects. Once the notion of the earth’s
revolving round the sun was considered

atheistical; we all adopt this horrid

theory now-a-days. Within our own me-

mory furious battles have been fought be-

tween the geologists and those who adopt
the Mosaic cosmogony; but it is now agreed
among the best authorities on geology that

the two are not in the least at issue. Nothing
but evil can ever result from this dragging in
of religion and morals by the head and ears.
We assure our correspondents on the subject
of spermatorrhoea that a simply physical
view of it is the only one from which any
benefit can accrue to medicine, though an

opposite manner of regarding it might load
our columns with opinions never to be recon-

ciled, and one, possibly, about as near the
truth as another.

We beg to say that any papers forwarded
to us on the subject of spermatorrhoea which
announce any new facts or even ingenious
suggestions relative to its pathology or cure,
will find a place in our pages. The vices

which most frequently lead to spermator-
rhoea may be fit matters for discussion,
but spermatorrhoea, as a disease, belongs
solely to medicine. The question whether

complete continence be a virtue or otherwise
is one for discussion among the moralists.

Whether it be a cause of sexual debility, and
of spermatorrhoea, is a fit subject of medical
inquiry, although, we may add, by no means
an easy one, since the point can only be de.

termined satisfactorily by a numerical refer-
ence to bodies of men who lead continent

lives. No doubt, there are divers bodies of
men who profess to live continently, but
whether they do so or not is known only to

themselves, or to others who.., have sufil -

I cient reasons for not being communicative.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Tuesday, Feb. 6, 1844.

MEDICAL REFORM.

MR. MACAULAY wished to ask the right
hon. baronet at the head of the Home De-
partment one or two questions on the sub-
ject of medical legislation. The right hon.
baronet last session stated that it was the
Intention of her Majesty’s Government to in-
troduce a bill for the regulation of the medi-
cal profession. He (Mr. Macaulay) was
desirous of knowing whether that bill was
matured, and whether the house had any
right to entertain any reasonable expectation
that the Government would proceed in the
matter this year ? He had heard that the
right hon. baronet had granted two charters
to medical corporations. Would those char.
ters be laid on the table of the house ? 2

Sir J. GRAHAM said he had no objection
to lay upon the table of the house the char-
ters conferred upon the Colleges of Surgeons
of England and Ireland to which the hon.
member referred. The bill alluded to by
the hon. gentleman was nearly prepared,
and would be proceeded with soon. The
measure had relation to a reform in the Col-
lege of Physicians, and to the medical profes-
sion generally throughout the united king-
dom.&mdash;Times, Feb. 7th.

NOTE FROM DR. LYNCH.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SIR,&mdash;As the letter of Sir Benjamin

Brodie, which you inserted last week, im-
plies a charge against me of misrepresenta-
tion, I beg to give the following reasons for
making the public statement that he had
described the great body of general practi-
tioners as a subordinate class :-First, that
he is reported, in THE LANCET, at that period
the only record of medical aifuirs, to have
used it at a meeting of hospital surgeons.
Second, the charge is repeated at page 215
of the first volume of that work for the year
1829, in a letter from a correspondent.
Third, that the assertion was repeated, on
several occasions, with editorial comments
of THE LANCET and other journals, without
any attempt to deny or refute it. Fourth,
that he frequently used the term higher and
lower grades in his evidence before the
Select Committee of the House of Commons.
Fifth, the charter itself, which he then pro-
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pounded and since succeeded in effectuating,
contains all the invidious distinctions which
degrade the members who were before equal,
and creates a body of fellows without any fixed
standard of qualification, or without refer-
ence to age, station, attainment, or utility ;
and thus, as a necessary consequence, all the
members not belonging to the fellows are

placed in the category involved in the ques
tion 5723 of the same inquiry,&mdash;Would the
members of your proposed lower grades, &c. ?
Sixth, because all those who practise mid-
wifery, the most useful and indispensable,
and frequently the most difficult, branch of
medicine, requiring knowledge, skill, and
great manual dexterity, are deemed un-

worthy of a seat in the council of the College
of Surgeons ! On this silly pretext nine-
tenths of the members to whom the main-
tenance and restoration of the health
of the great majority of the people
of these realms are entrusted, are made a
subordinate or lower class. I leave to the

philology of the learned and ingenious bat-o-
net the choice between the two terms. For

my part, I consider the latter to be the more
offensive. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

JORDAN ROCHE LYNCH.

February, 1844.

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT.

FUNGOUS
POLYPI OF THE BLADDER,

AND THEIR TREATMENT BY

LITHOTRITIC INSTRUMENTS.

THE following cases of fungous polypi of
the bladder, and the subjoined remarks on
the application of lithotritic instruments to
the treatment of these morbid growths, pub-
lished by Dr. Vach&eacute;, in a late number of the
" Experience," we extract, as well deserving
the attention of our readers.
CASE 1.&mdash;The man whose case we are

about to narrate, was 48 years of age, and of
a thin, spare habit of body. Although ac-

customed to drink to excess for many years,
his health had always been good until he ex-
perienced the first symptoms of the malady
under which he laboured when he applied
for relief. About December, 1842, he began
to feel a frequent desire to make water, and
some little difficulty in complying with the
want. The volume of the flow of urine di-
minished, and sometimes it only came drop
by drop. Severe pain was felt at the ex-
tremity of the penis on the emission of urine ;
this pain increased in intensity towards the
end of the excretion, and disappeared with
the last drops. Generally speaking the urine
was clear and limpid ; sometimes, however,
it was turbid, and on cooling gave a yellow
deposit. These phenomena gradually in-

creased in intensity ; the wish to urinate re-
turned every half-hour, and the pain became
more violent. The flow of urine was exceed.
ingly small and weak, and it was mixed with
blood. On the first appearance of hematuria,
which occurred after a drunken fit, the pa-
tient gave up drinking entirely. The hema-
turia, however, returned irregularly, without
its being possible to attribute its appearance
to over-fatigue or to any other appreciable
cause. He then consulted a medical man,
who examined the bladder with an ordinary
catheter, and thought he recognised a small
stone in that organ. On this discovery being
communicated to him he decided on coming
to Paris to be operated on.

. On his arrival, as he was found to be in a
very satisfactory state, no blood having ap-
peared in the urine for several days, a first
exploration was immediately made with a
common catheter. Although the patient pre.
sented a peculiar induration ofthe gland and
corpora cavernosa, and an incurvation of the
penis on the right side, owing to congenital
atrophy of the corresponding corpus caver-
nosum, the catheter was introduced with
ease as far as the neck of the bladder. It
then became difficult to propel it any further
until the handle was depressed, which
seemed to indicate the existence of a tumour
of the prostate, although no increase in the
size of the prostate was perceptible on ex-
amining by the rectum. No stone was

found, but as it was considered that the tu-
mour of the prostate might conceal its pre-
sence, it was decided that on another day a
minute examination of the bladder should be
made with a more accurate instrument. In
the meanwhile the patient was allowed to

rest, the treatment being confined to baths,
enemata, and the repeated introduction of
bougies, in order to diminish the sensibility
of the urethra.

Eight days after the first visit, a minute
and careful exploration of the bladder was
made with the spoon-billed lithoclast. It
was ascertained that there was no calculus,
but that a fungus was implanted on the right
side of the vesicle trigon. Its form and vo-
lume having been examined by means of the
above instrument, it was found to present a
narrow pedunculated basis, and it was there.
fore thought advisable to destroy it by
crushing. The operation was easily per-
formed, and scarcely gave rise to any pain.
Immediately afterwards the patient took a
bath, wherein he pa3sed a portion of fungus,
and a little blood. The operation was
neither followed by fever nor by local pains.
On the second day after the operation, he
again voided another considerable portion
of fungus. Five days later a second sitting
took place, in which what remained of the tu-
mour was crushed in the same way as before.
Immediately after the operation, the patient
was told to urinate, and passed, with a little
difficulty; a quantity of fleshy detritus, some


